Objective automated assessment of time trends in prostate edema after (125)I implantation.
To present an objective automated method to determine time trends in prostatic edema resulting from iodine-125 brachytherapy. We followed 20 patients, implanted with stranded seeds, with seven consecutive CT scans to establish a time trend in prostate edema. Seed positions were obtained automatically from the CT series. The change in seed positions was used as surrogate for edema. Two approaches were applied to model changes in volume. (1) A cylindrical model: seeds from the compared distribution were linked to the reference distribution of Day 28. After alignment, the compared distribution was scaled in cylindrical coordinates, leading to the changes in radial and craniocaudal directions. The volume changes were calculated using these scaling factors. (2) A spherical model: distances of seeds to the center of gravity of all seeds were used as a measure to model volume changes. With Day 28 as reference, the observed volume changes were smaller than 18% ± 6% (1 standard deviation) for the cylindrical model and 12% ± 7% for the spherical model. One day after implantation, the implanted prostate was less than 10% larger than in the reference scan for both models. Apart from Day 0, both models showed similar volume changes. We present an objective automated method to determine changes in the implanted prostate volume, eliminating the influence of an observer in the assessment of the prostate size. The implanted volume change was less than 18% ± 7% for the studied group of 20 patients. Edema was 9% ± 5% from 1 day after implantation onward.